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Grades

Tokutei meisho ( 特定名称 )
Specific designation
(Ginjo-shu, junmai-shu, honjozo-shu)
The classification system
determined by the National Tax
Agency designates sake as ginjoshu, junmai-shu, or honjozo-shu.
The standards for categorizing sake
into these classifications are shown
in the table on page 10. These
are the standards specified by the
Japanese government.

Josen ( 上撰 )
A commonly used category to
identify the grade of sake that might
have been equivalent to ikkyu (first
class) in the past.

Ginjo-shu ( 吟醸酒 )
Sake brewed from highly polished
rice and fermented at a low
temperature for a long time. Since
ginjo-shu was brewed by expert
brewers with vast knowledge and
experience, it was considered the
epitome of the 'Art of Sake' and
was rarely marketed in the past.
Its distinctive characteristics are its
aroma, fruitiness and delicate flavor.
Best served chilled to retain its
flavor.
Junmai-shu ( 純米酒 )
Made simply from rice and koji
(page 5). Each product has its own
unique rich flavor. Can be enjoyed
in various ways; Kan (warm sake:
page 13), chilled, on the rocks, or
mixed with hot water.
Honjozo-shu ( 本醸造酒 )
An amount of jozo-alcohol is added
before filtering the moromi mash
(page 13) to create a smoother and
lighter flavor. It is delicious served
kan (warm sake), for example.
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Types and
characteristics of sake
Shinshu ( 新酒 )
Sake brewed during the current
year. It has fresh flavor and aroma.
Koshu ( 古酒 )
Sake brewed during previous
seasons or in the past. It has a
mature flavor and smooth quality.
Chouki-chozo-shu ( 長期貯蔵酒 )
Matured sake stored for a long time.
Years ago, it was believed that sake
should not be stored for a long time.
However, the brewing process has
been improved, thus producing a
new variety of sake. Now brewers
maintain their matured sake can
come in various types with different
tastes and qualities.
Genshu ( 原酒 )
Undiluted sake
Genshu will have a high alcohol
content and a strong flavor because
no water was added after it was
pressed. To serve, hot or cold water
may be added.

!

Sake used to be classified
tokkyu (special class), ikkyu
(first class) or nikyu (second
class). These classifications
were abolished in 1992 due to
an amendment of the tax law.
Because customers could not
identify the grades of sake easily,
sake brewers then introduced
new categories. Tokusen / josen
/ kasen are the most popular
categorizations, but there are
some unique ones; e.g. gold xx/
silver xx, black xx/blue xx.

Measuring
Nihonshu-do

Nihonshu-do
is measured
by floating a
hydrometer in
sake at 15˚C,
as shown in the
figure at the right.
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we buy the most recently
Q Should
bottled sake according to the bottling
month on the label?

A You don’t need to worry about the month it was

bottled. Under general conditions, the quality of
pasteurized sake is not affected during the first 3
months. On the other hand, namazake with the
most recent date is preferable, as with beer.
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